Introduction
Reaching an outcome that they admitted to appear unjust, the judges of the Supreme Court of Canada in Schreyer v Schreyer affirmed that the husband's discharge from bankruptcy released him from an unliquidated equalization claim owed to his wife under provincial family law. 1 The case is a reminder that joint title may protect a vulnerable spouse better than schemes which defer sharing until the relationship ends. It also suggests that, once spouses have separated permanently, resolving their property affairs sooner rather than later is preferable for the spouse who does not hold title.
The Supreme Court saw the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act as the root of Ms Schreyer's difficulties. 2 Yet the Court's assertions that the outcome, though unavoidable, looked unfair and that Parliament should amend the BIA invite further analysis. That is especially the case since Ottawa is apparently considering such amendments. 3 It is this paper's contention that the Court might have been less prescriptive in its call for reform, given that its judgment did not attend to complexities arising from the provincial law respecting spousal entitlements and exemptions from seizure. The second part of this paper presents the facts and decision. The third part critically draws out the Court's attitude towards variation within family law across Canada, notably its objection to the ordinary effects of divided legislative competence in a federation and to doctrinal distinctions. The fourth part highlights the potential role of an application for lifting the bankruptcy stay. The Court approved that remedial route for spouses regarding assets that are exempt from seizure and this endorsement may be the judgment's most lasting contribution. The fifth part argues that the Court's focus on the federal statute and on exempt assets as a class led it to overlook the specificity of the asset at issue, a family farm. The source of injustice to women underscored by this judgment may lie not in federal law, but in provincial law and policy. That is, even absent a bankruptcy, gendered assumptions about the character of farm families and the overweening concern for preserving family farms may deprive a spouse of her equitable share of family property.
Facts and Judgments
Anthony and Susan Schreyer married in 1980. Throughout their marriage, they lived with their children on farms and collaborated in farming endeavours. In 1991, they moved onto two quarter-sections of farmland owned by Mr Schreyer's parents. In 1997, the husband paid his parents $50,000 for the quarter-section where the residence and other farm buildings were located. The purchase of land, along with a purchase of livestock, was financed by a mortgage to the Manitoba Agricultural Credit Corporation for $65,000. The husband and wife separated on December 4, 1999, when she left the property. In March 2000, she petitioned for divorce, seeking an equal division of family assets. 4 In December 2000, the couple consented to an order for equal division, referring their assets to the master for an accounting and valuation under the applicable provincial legislation. 5 The date of separation was set as the valuation date.
The lapse of time before the master undertook the valuation appears to have exacerbated what followed. In December 2001, the husband made an assignment in bankruptcy. He failed to list the wife as a creditor and there is some uncertainty as to whether she knew about his bankruptcy. The Marital Property Act, CCSM c M45, was replaced by the Family Property Act, CCSM c F25 [FPA] . The relevant provisions of the two statutes being identical, submissions to the Supreme Court of Canada were based on the FPA; see Schreyer, supra note 1 at para 4. 6 Schreyer CA, supra note 4 at para 14. MacInnes JA in the Court of Appeal stated that the wife was not aware of the bankruptcy. With less certainty, LeBel J reported that the wife "claims she was not aware of it;" see Schreyer, supra note 1 at para 5. In his factum the husband asserted the belief that the wife had learned of the bankruptcy from the children; see Schreyer, ibid (Factum of the Respondent at para 9).
Mr Schreyer was discharged from bankruptcy in November 2002. 7 He retained the farm, which was exempt from seizure under the exemptions regime of Manitoba. 8 In October 2004, a further consent order referred to the master all issues arising from the husband's bankruptcy. The master began hearing the reference in October 2005 and issued her report two years later. The master valued the farm at $189,000 and the husband's other assets at $13,723.96. After deducting the husband's debts as of the valuation date of $103,203.00, the master determined his total net equity to be $99,520.96. After accounting for the wife's net equity, the master concluded that the husband owed the wife an equalization payment of $41,063.48. The master did not, however, address the effect of the husband's bankruptcy on that claim. 9 A judge of the Family Division confirmed the master's report, ordering prejudgment interest of $13,828.28 so as to increase the total debt to $54,891.76. 10 Although the Manitoba Court of Appeal heard several issues, only one would figure in argument before the Supreme Court of Canada. Namely, had the Court of Appeal erred in affirming the Family Division's finding that the husband owed an equalization payment to the wife, despite his discharge as a bankrupt? For the Court of Appeal, the wife had been entitled to the equalization payment at the time of the husband's bankruptcy. While she had not proven her claim, it had been provable under the BIA. Accordingly, discharge had released him from it.
Writing for a seven-judge bench, LeBel J framed the appeal as concerning a "perceived clash between family law and bankruptcy law." 11 He saw the core issue as whether the application of the BIA had released the husband from the wife's equalization claim under provincial legislation. LeBel J referred to the outcome's "apparent injustice." 12 Still, to him the effect of the husband's bankruptcy was undeniable and the Court of Appeal had not erred. 13 Robert Klotz, counsel for the wife, advanced several arguments in support of the submission that her equalization claim had survived the husband's bankruptcy and was executable against the exempt property, the family farm. Two are relevant here. The first concerned the character of her claim. She argued that her claim was not affected by the BIA, either because it was unliquidated, and thus not provable and subject to discharge, or because it was a proprietary interest, not a mere debt. The second argument related to a procedure she would have used had she known about the bankruptcy in a timely manner. She asserted that she could have sought leave from the bankruptcy court to enforce her family claim against the farm, an asset exempt from seizure, before the husband's discharge from bankruptcy liberated him from the debt. 14 For his part, the husband held to the Court of Appeal's determination that the equalization claim was a debt provable in bankruptcy, from which he had been released.
Turning to the character of the wife's equalization claim and the effects of bankruptcy on it, LeBel J rehearsed the policy objectives of modern bankruptcy legislation. Such legislation establishes an orderly liquidation process for situations where reorganization is impossible, averts races to execution, and gives debtors a fresh start. He also acknowledged the costs imposed on the creditors affected. The general rule is that claims provable under the regime allow their creditors to participate in the bankruptcy process, but they are not enforceable against the bankrupt following his discharge. LeBel J observed that, while Parliament has for policy reasons exempted classes of claims from the effect of the bankrupt's discharge, "the more exemptions there are, the less likely it is that the basic policy objectives of insolvency legislation can be achieved." 15 He agreed with the Court of Appeal's conclusion that the wife's equalization claim was provable. The husband's discharge from bankruptcy had thus rendered that claim unenforceable against him. 16 To answer the wife's submission that her claim was proprietary in nature, LeBel J compared the regimes of different provinces. While the bankrupt's discharge from provable claims operates across the country, a provincial legislature's approach conditions the impact of discharge on the sharing of family property. Manitoba was an "equalization jurisdiction." 17 Breakdown of a spousal relationship in that province triggers a valuation and accounting of family assets. One spouse then owes a debt to the other so as to equalize the value of the assets. Only at the payment stage may the creditor spouse ask for payment in money or via a transfer of assets. Alternatively, in the division-of-property jurisdictions, a triggering event produces a proprietary or beneficial interest in family assets by operation 438 [Vol. 91
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of law. 18 Where a triggering event precedes one spouse's bankruptcy, that bankruptcy is irrelevant to the other's new proprietary interest. In other words, the interest created under the family legislation will not vest in the trustee in bankruptcy as it is no longer property of the bankrupt. 19 LeBel J agreed with the wife regarding the remedial route she might have taken, although in the circumstances it proved fruitless for her. Section 69.4 of the BIA provides that a creditor who is affected by the stay of proceedings may apply to the court for a declaration that the stay no longer operates in her respect if material prejudice is otherwise likely or if making such a declaration "is equitable on other grounds." The Court agreed with the wife that a spouse might appropriately invoke section 69.4 to seek leave to pursue a claim against exempt property. Specifically, LeBel J saw the farm's exemption from seizure as an exacerbating factor, since the husband was freed from his debts but kept the farm. Executing the equalization claim against the farm would not have prejudiced other creditors, out of whose reach the property already lay. Granting such leave on the part of the bankruptcy judge would thus have been "equitable." 20 The Court's premise must have been that, had the bankruptcy judge lifted the stay, the judge in family court would have granted the wife's request for a proprietary interest in the family farm in satisfaction of her equalization claim. Mr Schreyer's alleged failure to have disclosed his wife's equalization claim had obstructed that route, 21 although the Court understood the BIA as providing no means to sanction that omission. 22 Before concluding, LeBel J criticized the federal statute for its impact on equalization claims respecting family property. Further amendment would best "address the potentially inequitable impact of bankruptcy law on the division of family assets." 23 Specifically, the Court objected to the differing outcomes on bankruptcy in division-of-property and equalization Schreyer, supra note 1 at para 15.
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jurisdictions. 24 A further comment looked comparatively to spousal support. Under traditional principles of bankruptcy law, family support claims were not provable debts. A chief reason was their susceptibility to judicial variation. 25 In 1997, however, Parliament had made claims for spousal support provable. At the same time it exempted them from discharge. Still, opined the Court, Parliament ought to have gone further. LeBel J quoted the recommendation of the Standing Senate Committee on Banking, Trade and Commerce that bankruptcy should not stay or release any claim under family property legislation for equalization or division in respect of exempt assets. 26 The firmness of the Court's advice to Parliament makes it fitting to examine certain of the judges' assumptions, the task to which the paper now turns.
Variation within Canadian Family Law
Schreyer illustrates two elements of the Supreme Court of Canada's conception of family law in a federation. The first is a commitment to federal legislation's unifying role in the face of varying provincial regimes. The second is sympathy for an ends-oriented or functionalist view of the mechanisms within family law as sharing a purpose. Both attitudes are insensitive to the dynamics of a federation and to provincial policy choices. This appeal, having raised no constitutional question, did not benefit from the intervention of any of the attorneys general of the provinces. Those institutional litigants might well have supplemented the parties' pleadings with alertness to a federal statute's interaction with the general private law of the provinces and to the justifications underlying distinctions within family law. One might contrast Quebec (Attorney General) v A, a recent constitutional decision which involved three attorneys general as party or intervener, in which several judges adopted alternative approaches to federalism and family law. 27 That judgment tested the validity of different treatment for married spouses and unmarried cohabitants under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 28 In fairness, variable treatment amongst the rules of marriage for married spouses may be distinguishable from the appropriateness of extending only some to cohabitants. Still, the Court's reasoning in Schreyer and the Charter judgment bespeaks a seeming inconsistency in broader attitudes.
First, when bankruptcy sharpened the bite of provincial legislatures' policy choices, the Court saw a unifying mission for federal legislation. The judges manifested unease with the variation produced by application of a federal statute against the backdrop of the general private law of different provinces. LeBel J thus called on Parliament to amend the BIA to address "the problems created by the failure in the BIA to differentiate between equalization schemes and division of property schemes." 29 By problems he meant that under some provinces' schemes, the discharge from bankruptcy frees the debtor from all provable claims, including one for equalization, whilst in others the undivided one-half interest in property created on a triggering event bypasses the bankruptcy. 30 Strictly speaking, the BIA's general distinction between obligations and property already gives effect to differing provincial policy choices about the nature of matrimonial claims. Concerned not with differentiation but with uniformity, however, the Court seems to have meant that Parliament should amend the BIA so as to smooth over the variation resulting from provincial policy choices. 31 For present purposes, that prescription's wisdom is less important than its underlying thrust towards uniformity. That a federal law should apply variably from one province to another as a result of differences in their general private law is the foreseeable result of provincial legislative competence. 32 Do family relations, it may be wondered, raise countermanding considerations? Perhaps so, but the provincial legislative For the view that such change is "urgent" so as to ensure that non-bankrupt spouses are "treated fairly and consistently across Canada, notwithstanding differences in family law legislation," see Susan Boyd and Janis Sarra, "Out in the Cold: , holds that, unless otherwise provided by law, a federal enactment will be applied with reference to the rules, principles, and concepts of the law of property and civil rights in force in the province of application. On drafters might be presumed alert to the differences between equalization via debt and division of property, including on bankruptcy. 33 Depending on the circumstances, the equalization model, which fixes a debt by reference to the valuation date, brings the creditor benefits or costs. It advantages the creditor where family assets owned by the debtor depreciate after the valuation date. 34 A number of provinces have elected equalization. Rather than fuelling suspicion of any breakdown in the legislative process sufficient to worry the judges, the range of provincial statutes on family property and the history of their amendment point to democratic institutions that, on at least this question, work reasonably well. 35 Accordingly, the judges might have been more circumspect in criticizing that model's effects and in recommending a legislative remedy. 36 Second, the Court espoused a functionalist, ends-oriented view of the regimes applicable to married spouses as advancing a common objective. That view is discernible in the Court's call for Parliament better to shelter equalization claims on bankruptcy analogously to claims for support. It evokes L'Heureux-Dubé J's proposition, in her dissent in Nova Scotia Columbia's recent reform also changed the definition of family property from property "ordinarily used by a spouse or a minor child of either spouse for a family purpose" (Family Relations Act, supra note 18, s 58(2)) to property acquired during the relationship (see the exclusion in FLA (BC), supra note 18, s 85(1)(a)). Arguably, the abiding total exclusion of cohabitants from Quebec's otherwise vigorously protective regulation for the benefit of vulnerable spouses raises sharper suspicion of a breakdown in the ordinary legislative process.
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Even if reform were in order, a range of policy options would merit consideration. Parliament might amend the Divorce Act, RSC 1985, c 3 (2d Supp), so as better to protect married spouses on bankruptcy. Alternatively, an equalization province could tweak its regime so as to retain the valuation and payment process on separation but so as to produce a proprietary interest on insolvency, prior to the act of bankruptcy. I am indebted to Rod Macdonald for discussion of these alternatives.
(Attorney General) v Walsh, that, functionally, "no real dividing line" separated support obligations from those imposed by matrimonial-property regimes. 37 Rather, all aimed to "alleviat[e] the economic burden" entailed by the end of a long, intimate and interdependent relationship. 38 In that appeal, a majority of the Court had rejected a discrimination claim founded on marital status, untroubled by a state of affairs that confined a matrimonial-property statute to married couples where the legislature had extended spousal support to cohabitants.
The Schreyer Court's view of equalization claims as meriting treatment closer to that of claims for spousal support is remarkable, given family law's bases for distinguishing them. The decision by all legislatures but Quebec's to confer spousal support on unmarried cohabitants without extending property sharing -although in several provinces the latter has followed -substantiates the sense of the former's greater urgency. 39 In his reasons concurring with the majority in Walsh, Gonthier J contrasted support, as grounded in need and solidarity, with property division, grounded in contract. 40 Differing justifications for support and property blend with their temporal orientations, which pertain to the aims of the bankruptcy regime. A claim for sharing of family property is "inherently retrospective," based on the presumed economic entwinement of the parties' life together and a concern to reverse unjust enrichment. As for spousal support, even when ordered as a lump sum on a "compensatory" basis, it "remains alimentary and thus, broadly speaking, prospective." 41 Thus, a rehabilitative scheme focused on freeing a debtor from the crushing debt of the past might justifiably distinguish the two, as the BIA does.
The rejection of the Charter challenge to Quebec's laissez-faire policy towards unmarried cohabitants in Quebec (Attorney General) v A will inspire commentary from constitutionalists and family lawyers. On the Charter questions, the Court issued four sets of reasons. What matters here is that, in an appeal which included arguments from provincial governments, the Court retreated from the approaches to federalism and family law aired in the unanimous judgment in Schreyer. Ibid. On the question of unity versus provincial difference, five judges in Quebec (Attorney General) v A accepted that substantial effects may flow from a province's pursuit of a distinctive path in family policy. Four of them found no discrimination in Quebec's approach. A fifth, the Chief Justice, found discrimination but upheld the Civil Code as reasonable under section 1 of the Charter. She referred to the risk that a stringent approach to minimal impairment would "identify[] the Canadian province that has adopted the 'preferable' approach to a social issue and requir [e] that all other provinces follow suit." 42 She also flagged the "need to allow legislatures a margin of appreciation on difficult social issues and the need to be sensitive to the constitutional responsibility of each province to legislate for its population." 43 If sensitivity to the unifying effect of federal institutions is especially acute in a Charter case from Quebec, the consideration should also apply when federal law encounters provincial law, as in Schreyer. For their part, the four judges who found unjustifiable discrimination would, to varying degrees, have brought Quebec law in line with family policy in the other provinces.
As for differences within family law, Deschamps, Cromwell and Karakatsanis JJ detected relevant distinctions within the regimes that marriage attaches to spouses. They would have upheld as justifiable discrimination the exclusion of unmarried couples from matrimonial property, but not from support. The rightness of the line drawn by those justices matters less than their sense that drawing one was possible. 44 Two years prior, in the admittedly different context of Schreyer, Deschamps and Cromwell JJ had signed on to LeBel J's doubts about such line-drawing, at least by the Parliament of Canada. In contrast, in Quebec (Attorney General) v A, the understanding of marriage's rights and obligations as indivisible unified six judges, despite sharp disagreement on the Charter questions. Thus McLachlin CJC (justifiable discrimination), LeBel, Fish, Rothstein, and Moldaver JJ (no discrimination), and Abella J (unjustifiable discrimination) shared an operating view of Quebec's law of marriage and civil union as an all-or-nothing package.
It is surprising that the Court expressed lesser tolerance for interprovincial variation in a private-law case than in one engaging the 444 [Vol. 91
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In Quebec civil law might the better distinction lie between the obligatory regimes applicable to spouses by marriage or civil union (support, family residence, compensatory allowance, family patrimony) and the suppletive or default partnership of acquests? See Alain Roy, "Affaire Éric c. Lola: Une fin aux allures de commencement" fundamental rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Charter to all Canadians. The Court's obiter in Schreyer may have little direct effect, but it presages preoccupations and patterns that may return in future family appeals. For example, having declined to unify family policy by use of the Charter, will the judges of the Supreme Court -back on the less politicized terrain of private law -return to their unifying inclination when delineating the significance of their development of unjust enrichment in the cohabitation context for the civil law of Quebec? 45 In any event, greater change to practice can be expected of the Court's discussion of a path that spouses in Ms Schreyer's position ought to pursue under the BIA.
The Farm as Exempt Asset
The Supreme Court perceived a conflict between the provincial policy of sharing family assets on dissolution of a spousal relationship and the federal policy of staying execution of claims against bankrupt individuals and releasing them from their debts. 46 Yet, observed the Court, no bankruptcy policy required the wife to emerge from the marriage without substantial assets. 47 In the Court's view, injustice would have been avoided had the wife, informed of the bankruptcy, persuaded the bankruptcy judge to lift the stay of proceedings. That would have allowed her to ask a family court to liquidate the equalization claim and award her a proprietary stake in the farm in satisfaction of that claim. On this reading, the husband's nondisclosure was critical. In turn, amending the BIA so that bankruptcy would no longer stay or release any claim for equalization against exempt assets would prevent future injustices. 48 Consider LeBel J's positioning of the farm in a policy discussion of exempt assets. The exempt assets addressed in the Senate Committee report cited by the Court were "the bankrupt's pension and such other exempt assets as life insurance Registered Retirement Savings Plans (RRSPs)." 49 Such assets are divisible amongst the spouses on breakdown of a marriage or cohabitation relationship subject to a provincial family statute. 50 They may, however, be exempt from seizure by judgment Schreyer, supra note 1 at para 25.
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Ibid at para 39. creditors. 51 The Committee's witness -the ubiquitous Robert Klotz -had testified that no policy reason called for "permitting bankruptcy, which does not distribute [pensions and life insurance RRSPs] among creditors, to frustrate the principles of matrimonial property division against these assets." 52 On Klotz's analysis, sheltering those assets from allocation under the rules of family property during bankruptcy effectively rehabilitates the bankrupt at his spouse's expense. 53 What may be said about the Court's suggested path in respect of exempt assets? It is true that enforcing a family claim against a pension may prejudice no other creditors while advancing the federal bankruptcy policy of attending "to the family unit as a whole, rather than focussing on the needs of the bankrupt." 54 Commentators have pointed to this route, 55 and applications have been allowed under section 69.4 for lifting the stay against a spouse in respect of exempt assets. 56 Adjudicators in such cases underscore that the assets' exempt status ensures that lifting the stay occasions no prejudice for other creditors. 57 If other assets were involved, the policy goals of the BIA would call for refusing leave to proceed. 58 The discussion in Schreyer of section 69.4 in the family context may inspire more spouses to advance such applications. It may also lead bankruptcy judges to grant leave to enforce an equalization claim against exempt assets more readily.
Yet LeBel J's inclusion of the farm within the general category of exempt assets is problematic. Bearing in mind other exempt assets, he addressed possible prejudice to other creditors as the sole consideration germane to Ms Schreyer's hypothetical effort to obtain leave to pursue her claim against the farm. Since the farm -like a pension or RRSP -was already out of their reach, there would have been no such harm. By focusing on potential prejudice to other creditors, however, the Court failed to grapple with "the specificity of the farm." 59
The Farm as Farm
What is the farm's "specificity" and how does it matter? To the extent that an injustice occurred to Ms Schreyer, the BIA may not have been its source. Apart from bankruptcy proceedings, or during them with leave of the bankruptcy judge, the wife might not have fared much better under provincial family law. Critics of the outcome for Ms Schreyer should thus direct their attention away from federal law to provincial law and policy. In addition, considerations for preserving family farms may temper the perceived injustice.
The Court's criticism of the BIA invites exploration of how Ms Schreyer's claim might have fared had she managed to press it outside the bankruptcy process. The questionable premise is that a family court, using its discretion regarding the method of payment, would have awarded the wife a proprietary interest in the farm. 60 Situations such as that in Schreyer -a farm wife's leaving a union without her share of family property -may arise simply from the treatment of family farms under provincial law.
Farms are distinct from other assets in a number of ways. Take farms without reference to their susceptibility to seizure by creditors. A farm's market value may increase dramatically whilst the income it produces when used for farming remains relatively low. For many farmers, their land was not bought as an investment, with an eye to its market value. It was, instead, "inherited or bought at a discount from relatives with no intention ever to resell it." 61 The Schreyer farm provides a case in point. Mr Schreyer had not sought unequal variation, although the circumstances of his purchase of the farm from his parents might have furnished the basis for doing so. 62 The fact that he paid $50,000 in 1997, granting his parents a The FPA's non-exhaustive grounds for unequal variation include a spouse's possession of an asset "of an extraordinary value to which this Act does not apply by reason of their having been acquired by way of gift or inheritance;" see FPA, supra note 5, s 14(1)(f). right of first refusal at $50,000, 63 for land valued at $189,000 as of 1999 -an increase of 280 per cent -indicates a measure of donative intent on their part, as well as a desire to keep the farm in the family. Indeed, the husband argued before the Supreme Court that the initial purchase price was far less than market value. 64 Consequently, as he saw it, "the real property to which the Appellant often refers was acquired as a result of the Respondent's parents' generosity, and not through the 'money or effort' of the Appellant." 65 If one approves the policy in family-property statutes of excluding property acquired by gift or inheritance, the husband's keeping this farm may seem less unfair.
A feminist perspective might foreground other considerations. Arguably, excluding gifts and inherited property from equalization disadvantages farm women. Such a policy may shield from sharing the asset most improved by women's labour. 66 Scholars have observed the prevalence of male ownership of family farms, including an expectation that sons "take over the farm" while daughters marry into another family farm or obtain an education. 67 These embedded patterns affect social practice, including the intergenerational transfer of farm land. 68 It is often assumed that farm wives are "helpers," not farmers in their own right, 69 discernible in frequent references to a woman as the "non-farming spouse." 70 The focus on farmers as men has also affected law reform and, as will be explained, adjudication. 71 Judges in disputes involving family property sometimes aim to minimize threats to the viability of a family farm. They do so whether or not directed to that aim by legislation. 72 That concern may drive decisions about unequal division and the execution of an equalization payment, with no impending bankruptcy. A study from Saskatchewan identifies "deferred distribution" as a "popular choice," awarding the spouse who does not hold title to the farm the value of her share of matrimonial property in instalments. 73 Deferred distribution can allow the spouse who does not hold title to receive her share of the value of the family property without crippling the farming operation by an order for an immediate cash pay-out or the transfer of a substantial portion of land. But it makes her wait to receive her share. While waiting, she does not have the use of the capital sum to which she is entitled. 74 In the event of bankruptcy, she may never receive it. To be precise, viability in such cases is not an end in itself. If it were, a court would, at least occasionally, order the sale of a farming operation to preserve it as a viable operation, giving each spouse a share of the proceeds. Instead, the concern for viability has meant "viability of the farm in the husband's hands. 
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FLA (Ont), supra note 35, s 11(1), directs that an order made to carry out equalization "shall not be made so as to require or result in the sale of an operating business or farm or so as to seriously impair its operation" barring any reasonable alternative, while s 11(2) contemplates an order for a share of profits or the transfer of shares as alternatives to sale of the farm. The distinctiveness of farms under the exemptions regimes of several provinces warrants attention. In Manitoba and some other provinces, the statute book contains a potential tension: its policies call for spouses to share in the fruits of the marriage, 76 while privileging the preservation of family farms over creditors' claims. Under The Judgments Act, no proceedings shall be taken under a registered judgment against "the farm land upon which [he] … or his family actually resides or which he cultivates, either wholly or in part, or which he actually uses for grazing or other purposes, where the area of the land is not more than 160 acres." 77 The Supreme Court in Schreyer took account of the farm's exempt status insofar as it related to other creditors under the BIA. It did not, however, draw out the extent to which that status might influence family judges. 78 As someone with an unliquidated equalization claim, the wife was not a judgment creditor of the type against whom the provincial exemptions regime operates. A court might still have used its discretion under the FPA to order satisfaction of the equalization debt by payment in a lump sum or by instalment, by an asset transfer, conveyance, or delivery, or by some combination. 79 But, in her transition from being one of the family "actually 
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FPA, supra note 5, s 17. For the view that the enhanced remedies in FLA (Ont), supra note 35, s 9(1), should be used with restraint, cognizant that they are "exceptions" resid[ing]" on the farm to being a creditor, the wife's claim to a chunk of the farm's value had become a threat to the farm's ongoing operation in a way equivalent to judgment creditors' claims. Although alert to the wife's status as an unsecured creditor when contrasting equalization and division of property, the Court did not integrate her condition into a reading of the farm-protecting policy underlying the provincial exemptions law. Cases or policy discussion in which a spouse wishes to enforce an equalization claim against an exempt asset such as a pension call for caution, however, in a farm scenario. An analogy may be drawn between the exempt status of the family farm and the exempt status of tools of the trade, the latter being enforceable against a spouse. 80 By contrast, there is no equivalent ground for judicial reticence at dividing an individual's pension -its intergenerational viability is not in question! -during the equalization of family property. 81 How might these farm-specific considerations have affected the Schreyers? It is fair to conjecture that, absent any bankruptcy proceedings, Mr Schreyer would have been in no position to draw his estranged wife a cheque for the $54,891.76 owing to her. A family judge considering the viability of the farm when ordering payment under the FPA might plausibly have resisted giving an order which would have forced Mr Schreyer to sell the farm, depriving him of his livelihood (however fragile) and potentially resulting in one less family farm on the Manitoban prairie. 82 As a result of a desire to avoid that outcome, Ms Schreyer might well have found herself entitled to instalments stretching across years. Had Mr Schreyer later gone bankrupt, he would have been released from those periodic debts. In this regard, it should be noted that in 2008, when the husband had already been discharged as a bankrupt and there was presumably reason to doubt the soundness of his finances, the judge of the Family Division confirmed the master's finding of an unsecured debt but did not deploy the statute's more robust measures for satisfying an equalization claim. Even had the family action advanced during bankruptcy proceedings, on the Supreme Court's counterfactual scenario, many judges might have been reluctant to order execution with the effect of forcing the 451 2012] to the legislature's chosen "equalization payment regime," see Thibodeau, supra note 33 at paras 40, 37. farm's sale. One consequence of acknowledging that factors specific to the family farm outweighed the discharge from bankruptcy as obstacles to enforcement of Ms Schreyer's claim is that the husband's alleged failure to disclose ceases to have affected the outcome. This paper cannot resolve the potential conflict between a wife's entitlement to her share of family wealth and the desire to keep farms within the family. One scholar has contended that "all Canadians are unjustly enriched at the expense of farm wives" insofar as they "eat better food, and cheaper food, because of the labour of farm women, most of which is unpaid and unacknowledged and for which wives and cohabitants are not compensated upon relationship breakdown." 83 At a minimum, identifying these competing considerations, including the notion that farm preservation may advance a social interest, might overlay with a wash of grey the black-and-white statements as to the outcome's unfairness. In any event, absent recognition that the Schreyer dispute concerned a farm and engagement with that context, family judges may not take the judgment as instructing them to cease considering the viability of a farming operation when exercising their discretion regarding the payment of equalization claims. Whether or not Parliament amends the BIA, then, farm spouses like the wife may continue to experience difficulty in realizing their claims under provincial law.
Conclusion
Schreyer may prompt fruitful reflection on problems that may be perceived as arising from the federal bankruptcy scheme. 84 Perhaps the Parliament of Canada should, as the Supreme Court asserted, amend the BIA so as to shield equalization claims more similarly to claims for support and to facilitate enforcement of family claims against exempt assets during bankruptcy. Still, it is risky to assume that different outcomes -for example, claims for support enforceable post-discharge, but not for property -signal injustice and call for redress by the federal drafters. Not all differences are suspect and this paper's second part underscores the importance of careful attention to provincial private law and its underlying policies. The difficulties on the Schreyer facts show a stronger connection to patterns of property holding and division relating to farms under provincial law. On the better reading, the appeal frames problems that exceed the federal bankruptcy statute's four corners.
Returning to the question of injustice, Schreyer unfolded on what is undoubtedly a "gendered terrain" 85 and the allocations entailed by family breakdown raise legitimate feminist concerns. But no rules can remedy the shortfall when a family separates and there are insufficient resources to go around. How best to assess the outcome by which Ms Schreyer left the marriage with nothing while Mr Schreyer stayed on the farm? Unlike some unjust enrichment cases decided by the Supreme Court, Schreyer did not raise the question of how equitably to share the surplus of a farming operation having flourished across long years or decades. Had the Schreyers separated in 1997, after 17 years of marriage, there would have been virtually no assets to divide. When they separated two years later, the main asset had been bought from the Schreyers Sr, arguably at a major discount. Schreyer may be a reminder of the "feminization of poverty," to use the Supreme Court of Canada's phrase, 86 and farm poverty affects farm wives disproportionately. But the judgment also represents, more generally, the straitened circumstances of many who work on farms.
